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50 years and still ahead of its time
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By Benita Lee
News Editor

Taylor’s student union, a building
with a legacy containing countless
memories for Taylor students past and

present, is celebrating its 50th anniversary this year. It now qualifies for the
National Register of Historic Places.
The Union was dedicated on November 21, 1958, and has distinctive
artistic and historic value due to its

mid-century modern architectural design.
Wes Rediger, who completed an
in-depth research piece on the Union,
said the building is a “point of identification for many alumni” and has “a

role as a tourist destination.”
The oval-shaped building, affectionately called “The Dome” by many
alumni, served as the dining commons
for all students on campus until the
Hodson Dining Commons opened in
the spring of 1972.
Regional Director of Development
Nelson Rediger (‘67) said the Union
once held the entire student body for
meals that were served family-style.
It was filled with round tables, where
a student was required to sit between
students of the opposite gender. They
had to dress up for the evening meal,
and the men would serve food to the
women.
Dean of Faculty Development Faye
Chechowich (‘74) was a student when
the Hodson Dining Commons was
built. She said that the addition of the
second floor and the Jumping Bean to
the Union was a huge improvement
that benefitted many students.
“I can remember great conversations over dinner and going to breakfast every morning,” Chechowich said.
“I remember big food fights, especially
in the last week the dining commons
was located in the dome.”
Other alumni recall activities that

were held at the Union when it functioned as the dining commons.
“(It) was the center of … everything,
because that’s where we all congregated to eat,” Walt Campbell (‘64) said.
“It was beautiful … and it was a pretty
classy place at that time.”
“It was just a great gathering place,”
Rediger said. “Everything that happens
down in the dining commons now used
to take place in the dome.”
Over the years, the Union has been
developed and remodeled into what it
is now. No longer needed as a cafeteria,
it transitioned into a location for social
activities and campus entertainment.
Rob Sisson (’86) said that Taylor
used to organize all types of events
at the Union, from Airband and Nostalgia Night tryouts to Student Court
and Student Senate. He remembers
game nights at the Union, where students would take part in various tournaments of Monopoly, pingpong and
other games.
“We had some pretty talented students that held concerts there,” Sisson
said. “The biggest events were coffeehouse-type events.”

Continued on Page 2

student union
pictures of the past
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by Sam Stevens
Staff Writer

with Hannah Beers
news editor

In January of 2003, Taylor’s physics department was involved in the
University Nanosatellite Program’s
(UNP) Nano-satellite 3 competition.
Five years later, the progress made
during Nano-Sat 3 is still bringing Taylor students and staff to the forefront
of space technology research.
After making critical breakthroughs in 2003, Taylor alumn David
Voss (‘03) has returned to the competition in a new capacity. Voss is currently a graduate student at Boston
University and serves as a projects
manager for their Nano-Sat 5 team.
The purpose of UNP is to host
a competition linking university researchers with funding from government entities like NASA and the Air
Force. This year, 11 universities will be
competing and Voss has arranged for
Taylor to compete as a subcontractor
under the Boston University team. Under this system, three of the satellite
components will be created at Taylor
under the umbrella of the Center for
Research and Innovation (CR&I).
This year’s competition is focusing on the use of nanosatellites in the
study of space weather. “Nanosatellites are new developments in how sci-

News

entists approach weather using spacecraft,” Voss said.
Taylor is on a short list of undergraduate programs that even attempts
to enter the nanosatellite design field.
As in previous years, Taylor has enlisted the aid of students, staff and professors – many who are familiar faces
around campus.
Voss’ father, Physics Professor
Hank Voss, is enthusiastic about the
experience. “It’s a chance for (the students) to go to conferences, publish
papers and work with other graduate
students,” Hank Voss said. “All that
interaction and research really puts
them ahead on their resumes.”
CR&I Research Engineer David
Patterson said the equipment being
developed is communication gear and
instruments for measuring low energy electron temperatures and radio
waves.
“Communications will be my main
focus,” Patterson said. “Obviously it’s
important to have good communications with a satellite, otherwise you’ve
launched a very expensive brick.” The
communications subsystem will “transfer important data from the ground to
the satellite and back,” he said.
By participating in satellite research, educators can find which
particles harm spacecraft electronics, including communication devices
like cell phones. Research in this field

could potentially result in better cell
phone communication.
The winners of the competition
will be announced in January 2009.
Along with national recognition in the
scientific community, the winner will
receive a distinctive prize: to have their
working design launched into orbit to
perform a test run. Currently, the Boston satellite is ranked in the top two
designs in the competition.
The specific design from Boston
University will contribute to space
weather research and study the auroras.
While the satellites will provide
better platforms for studying the upper atmosphere, the Nanosat-5 Competition is primarily an educational
program. It seeks to train future space
professionals such as scientists, engineers and physicists. Undergrads are
encouraged to participate, design and
learn from the process.
“It’s an opportunity to introduce
the Air Force to our satellite, our subsystems and our project’s management
structure, and for them to give us feedback,” Voss said.
“It’s been fantastic for the students to work on a project of this magnitude,” Hank Voss said. “It’s a winwin situation all the way around, but
it’d be really nice to get it into space,
and I think we have a good chance of
doing that.”

Wheel returns to TU

Photo by Timmy Huynh

On Saturday night, the Taylor football team defeated Anderson 27-17 to
bring the Wagon Wheel back to Upland. The last time Taylor had beaten
Anderson for the Wagon Wheel was in 2002. Above, the team is seen
celebrating their win at the end of the game.

Read more about the win on Page 8

N ews
Continued from page 1
“There was a band called the Wright
Brothers Overland Stage Company that
SUB (Student Union Board) brought
to campus, and they were such a big
hit, they had them back the next year,”
Donald McLaughlin (‘75) said. “We
also had Olivia Newton John whose
career was just taking off. (When) she
got to TU, she was riding a big wave of
popularity.”
Now the Union has taken on a more
social atmosphere. “The coffee shop
has definitely transformed the Union
into a more social atmosphere for a lot
of students,” said Steve Austin (‘95),
associate dean of student leadership.
Austin said that the Jumping Bean
was started by a student in the 1990s
as an avenue to help pay for his school
fees.
“We wanted a union that … as many
students as possible could find a niche
here that they would enjoy,” Austin

said. “The goal has always been to be a
gathering place for all students.”
“From what I remember, the SUB
always provided the fun stuff for campus life,” said McLaughlin. “I know
I enjoyed being part of it my senior
year.”
Current students are keeping the
Union’s tradition alive by making full
use of its facilities. The vicinity currently houses offices for Career Development, Leadership Development,
Taylor Student Organization and Taylor World Outreach. It also offers students a place to have meals, study and
fellowship together.
“I think, over the years, a lot more
is done in the Union than ever before,”
said Austin. “The Union’s become an
event place … whether it’s the student
body president election, concerts, different speakers for different events …
it’s viewed as being really casual but
(with) a good atmosphere.”
Illustration courtesy of The Illium 1994
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Freshmen Caroline Gill, Jenn Hagen, and Grace Casali enjoy some s’mores.

By Elena Forsythe
Staff Writer
Elections in our world are often
competitive, divisive and antagonistic.
But, at the Inter Class Council “Sofas
& S’mores” event, the freshman class
officer candidates demonstrated what
Taylor community truly is.
The first official event for the
freshman class opened with a welcome
from Student Body President Zach
Hunsinger. As the stage lights lit up
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his fauxhawk, Zach’s encouragement
to “live off any awkwardness that’s
created” was a reminder that even the
seniors and TSO officers were once
freshmen, too.
Students toasted marshmallows
around a campfire as the candidates
took their places on a well-worn sofa
from former SBP Tamara Shaya’s office. Three groups took the stage to
present their ideas and request support: “Team GLUE” (God’s Love
Unites Everyone), “Teaming Together

for 2012” and “Mehn.”
Group members offered ideas for
campus activities including a prank
week, campus-wide midnight capture
the flag, a freshman pillow fight and
child sponsorship in a foreign country.
Presidential candidate for GLUE,
Kamanda Ndama shared his desire to
serve a diverse but united freshman
class: “We come from different places
but we now all have something in common: we all go to Taylor.”
With cabinet candidates from
Russia, Liberia and Germany, GLUE
members expressed a strong desire to
“bring our freshman community closer
together.”
In his enthusiasm, Kamanda nearly fell off the stage at the end of GLUE’s
speech. But, embracing the student
body president’s words, he said, “That
was an accident! I’m not gonna fall as
president.”
Teaming Together for 2012
stepped up next, squishing together on
the small sofa in their matching game
day T-shirts. Each member of the cabinet has an extensive resume, from being leaders in church youth groups
to serving as class president in high
school. Their ideas included prayer
chapel nights and a focus on global
service.

Cabinet member Kelsey Shunk
said that as we are inundated with
community, “being spiritually connected is essential to Taylor and to our
class.”
The freshmen found the last group,
Team Mehn, entertaining.
“We don’t have any ideas. We just
pulled this together at 11 p.m. last
night, so we’re working on it!” presidential candidate Nathan Estelle said.
“We have seen the Promised Land and
we want to take you there.”
Cabinet member Jon Helmholz
attested to his willingness to serve in
an honest confession that, “I still don’t
understand the American political system yet. [Estelle] says ‘jump’ and I say,
‘how high?’”
They did not share many activity
ideas on stage, but they later proposed
in an interview that they would establish intramural card playing, including
Euchre and Phase 10.
Zach Hunsinger said that an event
like Sofas & S’mores is “beautiful, because it starts out formal and tense…
but once the people come out and
share themselves, this is really what
it’s all about.”
“It’s a great freshman socializing
moment,” said senior class president
Jessica Brooks. “They get to be kind of
goofy and express themselves.”

ICC also partnered with the new
Freshman Representatives group to
encourage students to meet freshmen
from other dorms.

“We have seen
the promised
land and we
want to take you
there.”
-Nathan Estelle

After the speeches and meet-andgreet with the candidates, the music
and campfire turned into a normal,
relaxed event with mingling, s’mores
and a marshmallow fight. Unlike most
elections, yet very representative of
Taylor, by the end of the night members of Mehn and GLUE displayed a
true sense of community as they enthusiastically sang Augustana’s “Boston” to each other over the glowing
bonfire.
Freshmen can vote online via
TOWER on September 16.

Residence Life spotlights Life Together Covenant
By Hannah Beers
News editor
Taylor’s most recognizable document is getting a new image, courtesy
of Residence Life.
Many students have noticed colorful posters in the student union and
residence hall lobbies, each focusing

on different sections of the Life Together Covenant.
The designs come from Olson Assistant Hall Director Beth Buchwalter, who graduated from Taylor with a
communications degree.
With input from English Hall Director Julie Engelsman, Buchwalter
gave them an “eighties cheesiness” look

and text to draw attention to the Covenant’s overlooked or misinterpreted
concepts. As a recent Taylor graduate,
Buchwalter says she is familiar with
the way the Covenant is stereotyped.
“I know we have a lot of acronyms
on this campus, but the one thing we
shouldn’t have as an acronym is the
Life Together Covenant,” Buchwalter

said. “It strips it of what it means.”
“When (students) try to explain
it to friends or family back home, it’s
seen as something that’s restrictive
and not freeing,” Bergwall Hall Director Jacob Drake said. “And that’s the
biggest misconception.”
The posters are only part of Residence Life’s effort to reintroduce the
document to campus, starting with a
new emphasis during residence hall
floor meetings.

“If we want to
live together as
a body, it’s what
we have to do.”
-Beth Buchwalter
on the LTC

News

Graphic courtesy of Beth Buchwalter

“Last spring I realized that the majority of students have never read it,”
Morris Hall Director Justin Heth said.
In years past, students reaffirmed
the Covenant online by checking the
right box when prompted. The method
had to change, said Director of Residence Life Steve Morley.
“It was just something they could
click facing a computer screen,” Morley said. “I think in our current culture,
people will click those boxes to affirm
licensing agreements and things like
that without really reading it.”
“I never read through it my freshman year, it just got passed out and
they said ‘sign this,’” said Buchwalter.
This year, P.A.s were encouraged
to read the document aloud and discuss it with their wings.

“I had students ... read the document to the whole floor, and those
guys shared about what the document
meant to them. Everyone signed it together,” said Heth.
“Where we live is such a key part
of our Taylor experience,” said Morley. “Doing it in that setting gives you
a glimpse ... of the people that will be
impacted by you living in this way or
not living in this way.”
Residence Life will also host a presentation and discussion on the Covenant’s history, in the student union on
September 18.
Former Dean of Students Walt
Campbell will lend his perspective on
how the Covenant was originally drafted and its impact on campus. Recent
alumni and current students will also
share their stories and opinions. Students are encouraged to come and ask
questions.
“We’re hoping to start even more
conversations about it, like, ‘Why is
there a no dancing policy?’” said Buchwalter. “We also want to specify the
difference between the Life Together
Covenant and (the) handbook, because
most people put them together.”
“I think it’s important to know
where we’re coming from,” said Morley. “It’s a community document, and
there have also been changes over the
years, too. It hasn’t stayed the same
since 1981.”
Buchwalter hopes the event will
encourage the campus community to
live by biblical standards, not just a list
of do’s and don’t’s.
“I pray that it will help us hold our
campus more accountable to one another,” Buchwalter said, “not because
we’re Christians holding our heads
high, but because if we want to live together as a body, it’s what we have to
do.”

WORLD
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Crossroads of America, crossroads of the world
By Laura Vela
Contributor

with Stephen Groves
World News Editor

Taylor University is located in the
heartland of America, yet its campus
plays host to cultures from around the
world.
This semester alone, 18 new international students enrolled at Taylor, and
45 students representing 19 different
countries currently attend Taylor. This
diversity in the student body allows
students to understand not only life on
a global scale, but also life here in Upland. International students provide
fresh perspectives in classroom discussion, new forms of worship, as well as
sharing their customs and food with the
campus.
President Habecker’s vision for global
engagement includes encouraging international students to study at Taylor.
Director of International Student Programs professor Solomon Abebe said
the program is encouraged by Habecker

because it creates a global community at
Taylor. “It’s a small world reaching out
to the end of the world,” Abebe said.
Even beyond understanding the world,
there is a vitality that comes from exchanging traditions. Abebe said, “There
is richness in sharing culture.”
For many international students,
Taylor provides a unique draw due to
the integration of faith and learning.
“Whenever I visit South Korea, the
fact that we are not a Christian nation
and there are a lot of atheist perspectives taught reminds me of how lucky
I am to be here,” freshman Sam Seo
said.
He also expressed being very impressed with the community at Taylor.
“Going to chapel with your wing without them taking attendance made me
realize how important community is at
Taylor,” Seo said. “I visited other colleges and they went to chapel to get a
grade.”
However, bringing international students to Taylor poses a unique challenge

for the International Student Program.
Students must obtain I-20s or visas in
order to study in the United States.
Seo said, “They are very strict about
your background. They do criminal and
tax checks. The records have to really
clear so you are allowed to come here.”
The program keeps track of all of the
paperwork and legal information to
make it possible for international students to attend.
There are also programs set up to
help students adjust to the American
college life. From the time they step
onto Taylor’s campus, the program aids
students in acclimating to American
culture. MK/International Orientation
acts as a welcome to Taylor.
The program helps students adjust
throughout the year with events, such
as a weekend trip to Chicago, a ski trip
and regular social events. Students are
also matched with a faculty tutor who
provides support during their ﬁrst year
at Taylor. The program has been immensely successful at welcoming inter-

national students to Taylor life.
“In the last three years, there has only
been one transfer,” Abebe said.
As Taylor plans increased global engagement, ideas are being drawn up for
an international and missionary house
on campus with four or ﬁve students
living in the building to run the home.
Abebe said it would be a place where
cultures could interact and learn from
each other. The house would also provide parents of international students
with a place to stay. Abebe referred to it
as a “small UN.”
The International Student Program
continues to provide Taylor’s campus
with diverse cultures which provide
international and American students
alike opportunities to challenge their
perspectives on the world and learn
from each other.
Seo said, “I never thought I would go
to college in the United States and I’m
really excited to see what God has for
me here.”

Photo courtesy of flick jimmac r.com/photos/jimmac

Around The World
in 30 Seconds
Kenya- 10,000 refugees from electoral violence earlier this year are
being forced out of the tent camps
set up by the government. Government ofﬁcials claim they gave the
refugees an allotment of money to
return to their homes, but refugees
report they were never given the
money.
Zimbabwe- Negotiations between
rival leaders resumed this week.
Both sides are expected to release
the details of a power-sharing agreement on Monday.
Democratic Republic of Congo- In an attempt to prevent all-out
war, diplomats from the Democratic
Republic of Congo, United Nations,
African Union, European Union and
United States signed a statement
demanding all forces to withdraw
from combat. Rebel leader Laurent
Nkunda instigated ﬁghting with the
Congolese military. UN peacekeeping forces are deployed in the area
and attempting to halt the advance
of rebel forces.

The flags on this map show all the countries which current Taylor students are from.

Editorial
By Stephen Groves
World News Editor

Since June, a truce between Israel
and the Palestinian-liberation group
Hamas has kept a tenuous peace in the
Gaza strip.
However, on Wednesday Israeli ofﬁcial Amos Gilad said that Hamas is
more powerful than the Western-supported Palestinian government. He explained the extent of Hamas’ inﬂuence
as being like cancer.
Gilad’s comments should raise concern for U.S. diplomats. Hamas controls the Gaza strip and holds tremendous sway in Palestine. Shutting down
all communication with Hamas by classifying them as purely a terrorist organization destroys potential for peace.
Westerners closely associate Hamas
with suicide bombings. Indeed, the
group claims responsibility for hundreds of civilian deaths. So why should
the U.S. rescind the classiﬁcation of
terrorists and only brand the military
wing, the Martyr ‘Izzidin al-Qassam
Brigades, as terrorists?
Pure frustration and rage drives these
people to strap bombs to their chest
and kill innocent people.
The Palestinian conﬂict has been raging for the past century. It started with
the Zionist movement to create a Jewish state in the Middle East. According to Michael Arena in the book “The
Terrorist Identity,” Jews immigrated to
Palestine as early as 1882. The movement received backing from Europe.
The catch-phrase circulating at the
time was, “A land without a people for a
people without a land.”
In reality, this land was far from empty. Thousands of Arabic Palestinians
were displaced from their homes by the
massive movement.
As the Zionist movement grew, the
Arabic Palestinians’ worst nightmare
came true. In 1948, Britain declared Israel a sovereign state. The Arabic Palestinians were stripped of their homeland
and forced to ﬂee to the West Bank, the
Gaza Strip, or other neighboring Arabic
nations.
The tension continued to grow between Israel and the Arabs. Out of this

tension, an organization known as the
Muslim Brotherhood formed in Egypt.
The Brotherhood was a fundamentalist Islamic group seeking to stop the
spread of Western and Israeli power in
the Arabic world.
The Muslim Brotherhood soon established sects in the Gaza Strip, West
Bank and Jerusalem, the front lines of
Israeli-Arabic conﬂict.
According to Khaled Hroub in his
book “Hamas,” the Brotherhood worked
to reestablish Islamic fervor, especially
among the youth, by building mosques
and other social institutions like hospitals and charities. This reignited fundamentalism among Palestinian Arabs.
They had won the minds of the people through reinstalling religious fervor
as well as won the heart of the masses
through charities. The youth in particular caught onto this movement.
The Brotherhood started preaching
the concept of jihad, a holy war to reclaim the sacred land of Palestine. The
Brotherhood had now set the stage for a
conﬂict with Israel that would be fought
in the markets and streets rather than
on the battleﬁeld.
As the generation raised in this age of
the Brotherhood came into adulthood,
a violent form of the movement came to
fruition.

The First Intifada broke out on Dec.
8, 1987. Palestinians took to the streets
in protest of Israeli rule. In the West
Bank, Gaza Strip, and East Jerusalem,
Palestinians engaged in protests, boycotts, and violent riots. It is no mistake
that Hamas marks the same day as its
founding.
Sheikh Ahmed Yassin founded The
Islamic Resistance Movement, whose
acronym in Arabic is Hamas, amidst
the excitement of the Intifada. It is an
offshoot of the Muslim Brotherhood
that would focus on the liberation of
Palestine through confrontation.
Organizations were quickly formed
and pre-existing sects of the Brotherhood became part of Hamas, so a large
body was almost instantly formulated
with branches in the West Bank, Gaza
strip and Jerusalem.
Hamas grew in popularity among the
people of occupied Palestine and drew
ﬁnancial support from much of the
Arab world, including Saudi Arabia. It
has continued to gain popularity across
all facets of Palestinian society and now
controls a majority share in the Palestinian legislative branch.
The al-Qassam brigades, the military
branch of Hamas, is the radical wing of
Hamas. However, because their actions
speak the loudest, in the horrifying

Photo courtesy of maps.google.com and taylor.edu

sound of explosions, they are the face
of Hamas. It is like Republicans being
characterized by gun-toting rednecks.
Hamas is not just a military movement. They work on the social and political planes as well. They fund schools,
orphanages, mosques, and health care
clinics.
There are many people in Hamas
willing to work for an agreement with
Israel through negotiation.
According to Hroub, Hamas has taken
steps to avoid classiﬁcation as a terrorist organization by restraining military
action to the occupied territory and not
attacking Israeli targets abroad.
Hamas is much more than the rocketwielding terrorists seen on TV. When
the U.S. classiﬁes the entire organization as terrorist, it is making a grave
mistake.
There is no doubt that the al-Qassam
brigades are terroristic in their suicide
bombings of civilians. But to condemn
the entire organization with these radicals is shutting down important lines of
communication and peace.
The United Kingdom and Australia have already taken the step of not
branding the entire organization as a
terrorist group. We would be wise to
follow.

North Korea- North Korea is
close to completing another missile site capable of launching longrange missiles. The site is 30 miles
from the Chinese border. U.S. ofﬁcials said they knew of the site for
several years and are monitoring it.
The site does not break any international agreements.
France- The “Chunnel,” which is a
tunnel for trains under the English
Channel, is closed after a ﬁre broke
out on a train. 32 people were evacuated and several suffered minor
injuries.
Russia- Russian President Dmitry
Medvedev reafﬁrmed his support of
the United States in anti-terrorism
efforts, but jabbed the United States
for supporting “rotten regimes.”
The remarks were clearly in reference to U.S. support of Georgia in
the recent conﬂict between Georgia
and Russia.
Iraq- The outgoing commander of
U.S. forces in Iraq Gen. David Petraeus said the United States still faces
a long struggle in Iraq. He summed
up the situation overall as “still
hard but hopeful”. Earlier in the
week, President Bush announced
the withdrawal of 8,000 troops by
February. He also announced 4,500
troops will be sent to Afghanistan.
Egypt- A massive rock slide buried
hundreds and destroyed homes on
the outskirt of Cairo on Saturday.
The number of people conﬁrmed
dead is over 70 and there are fears
more are trapped underneath the
rubble.

Photo courtesy of flickr.com/photos/theatrum-belli

World

Thailand- After being forced to
step down from the prime minister
position for violating constitutional
rules by accepting payment for appearing on a cooking show, Samak
Sundaravej accepted his party’s
nomination for prime minister.
The People’s Power Party chose
Sundaravej only two days after he
was forced to resign from his position. Thousands of protesters have
called for his resignation, virtually
shutting down Bangkok. Today, the
Thai parliament will vote to elect
the prime minister.

““The reasonable man adapts
himself to the world; the unreasonable one persists in trying
to adapt the world to himself.
Therefore all progress depends
on the unreasonable man.””
George Bernard Shaw
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359 days till Matthews festival 2009
By Rachel Sawyer

Life And Times Co-Editor
As soon as it’s over, they post the
dates for next year. There’s nothing
like looking forward to something
365 days in advance. This has got
to be one heck of a party. What is
it? The Matthews Covered Bridge
Festival.
Each September, that small town
on the back road to Muncie, the one
eerily void of people almost every
time you drive through it, comes
alive for a three-day bazaar of
booths, straight-up American food
and Midwestern entertainment.
And yes, it is something to look forward to 365 days in advance.
This year, I had the privilege to
attend the festival and fully experience what the town of Matthews has
to be proud of. Wanting to scope
it out beforehand, I did “the slow
drive-by and look around as much
as I can before I hit something” on
my way to Muncie last Friday night.

Just past the feed company, little
tents full of country goodies went
back as far as I could see. Huge
camper trailers marketing deepfried everything lined the streets.
I was so excited for Saturday afternoon to come, I could barely sleep
that night.
Saturday afternoon came. I
grabbed my camera, wallet and
shades and hopped in the traffic
headed for Matthews. When I saw
motorcycles and golf carts aplenty
visible around the festival, I knew I
was in for quite the cultural experience. I parked in a front yard that
was converted to a lot, got out of the
car and turned myself into a sponge,
ready to soak up the atmosphere for
all it was worth.
They start you early with a couple
of booths spread over the sidewalks
and front yards. I firmly believe you
could find anything you’re looking
for at this festival – everything from
screws and fuses to dental tools,

baby dolls, blankets and tasers. Yes,
even tasers, available at a convenient low price, with the possibility
of haggling it down more for a poor
college student.
The closer we walked to the Matthews Family Restaurant, the more
there was to see and do. Lemon
Shake-Ups seems to be the beverage of choice this year, with stands
everywhere. Everybody’s favorite,
the funnel cake, wasn’t hard to find
either. There were booths of school
supplies that seems to have been
hoarded in a garage for 20 years,
fleece blankets with Elvis’ face
adorned on them, Native American
dream catchers to keep those pesky nightmares away, and all of the
other typical rummage-sale items
as well.
Maucks Meat Company offered
every kind of carnavoric delectable
you’d ever want. “I feel like I’d have
to enjoy listening to Brad Paisley
after eating there,” junior Jordan

Photo by Rachel Sawyer

Numerous vendors proudly display their merchandise at the Matthews Covered Bridge Festval Saturday.

Mu Kappa reunites with lakeside worship

Spice things up this fall
By Blake Bachman

Life And Times Co-Editor

Photo by Rachel Sawyer

One vendor shows off a piece of his prized merchandise: a taser.

Bolte said.
An hour and a half in, and overwhelmed by the amount of junk I
thought I needed, I took a break for
the ever-classic Hawaiian shaved
ice. Savoring the treat, I paused
for a moment to take in everything
around me. I had no idea why it
took me four years to actually come
here.
Having walked all up and down
Main Street, we thought it was time
to pay our respects to the Cumberland Covered Bridge, the namesake
to this enjoyable festival, then head
back to campus. Little did I know
what was held beyond the bridge.
After driving into the bowels of
Indiana countryside, we found the
mother load, the actual Matthews
Covered Bridge Festival. What had
adorned Main Street had only been
a teaser. The real party was about
to start.
With blow-up games, pony rides
and even more bazaar-like booths,
I rung myself out, getting ready to

soak up a whole new festival. Members of the Lions Club greeted me
enthusiastically as I walked into
the fair grounds. There were classic
cars and motorcycles being shown,
Italian sausage, gyros, deep fried
vegetables, curly fries, kettle corn,
every type of craft imaginable,
flashlights, socks, walking sticks,
hand-churned ice cream and it continued. There were clowns and a big
sign saying to come back that night
for a concert. Now I really began to
understand why people look forward to this so much.
A friend told me once that there’s
nothing to do in Matthews, and you
almost rarely see people throughout the town. Now, I beg to differ.
A town of less than 600 people can
really throw a party. If you’ve never
attended the Matthews Covered
Bridge Festival, I strongly suggest
you put it on your list of things to
do at Taylor. You won’t be disappointed.

September 3 may have just been
an ordinary Wednesday for some of
you, but for Starbucks lovers, it was
a greatly anticipated day: the return
of the Pumpkin Spice Latte.
You might be scratching your
head right now, wondering what in
the world is a Pumpkin Spice Latte?
And can a pumpkin-flavored latte
actually taste good?
According to starbucks.com, a
Pumpkin Spice Latte is “a delicious
blend of pumpkin and traditional
fall spice flavors combined with
our signature espresso and freshly
steamed milk, and topped with
whipped cream and pumpkin pie
spices.”
Although I am a big fan of coffee
and espresso drinks, I am also a
creature of habit. I like to stick to my
favorites. This never looked good to
me, so I never tried it … until last
week. I give full credit to junior Liz
Barron for my current addiction.
Barron counted down the days
prior to the return of her favorite
beverage. “It was like being reunited with a long-lost friend,” Barron
said.
The long-time fan describes the
drink in this way: “It tastes like
pumpkin – obviously – but not
in an overwhelming way. There’s
(also) a hint of a nutmeg taste that
triggers memories of pumpkin pie.
Most people either love it or hate it
based on the first sip, so if you try it
and hate it, I encourage you to take
a second sip.”

Five buck bliss
By Blake Bachman

Life And Times Co-Editor

Starbucks’ Pumpkin Spice Latte has returned.

I would still be in the dark if it
wasn’t for Liz Barron’s expert advice.
Although most people get this
drink hot, I personally love it iced.
In fact, as I write this, I am sipping an Iced Pumpkin Spice Latte
(for inspiration, of course). It pairs
beautifully with this sunny, mid70s afternoon.
Perhaps the most exciting aspect
of the drink is the fact that it is seasonal. Barista Ashely Peifer agrees.
“It makes it more special,” Peifer
said.

Photo courtesy of ﬂickr

Since the Pumpkin Spice Latte is
a fall drink that is only offered in
… well, the fall, there’s an urgency
here, fellow coffee drinkers. You
can’t get this goodness anytime of
the year! (Of course, once this drink
disappears from the menu, we get
our seasonal Christmas drinks:
Peppermint Mocha, Gingerbread
Latte and Eggnog Latte.)
But for now, the featured drink
is the Pumpkin Spice Latte. Essentially, it’s fall in a plastic cup. Coffee
drinkers: go spice up your day!

Follow the yellow brick road
By Kathy St. Cyr
Contributor

We’re not in Kansas anymore ...
but God can use us here in Upland
to spread his Kingdom. That’s what
we’re talking about at the Christian
Education Fall Retreat! Don’t be

Dear Blake and Rachel,

I took a girl on a pick-adate a few years back and
we hang out sometimes.
Recently, she went on a
quick-pick with some other
guy. Are we still going to get
married?
Anxiously Confident
Dear Anxiously Confident,

Thursday night members of Mu Kappa, Taylor’s student group for missionary kids and third culture kids, met
at Taylor Lake to catch up and worship together. About 30 members showed up to enjoy s’mores around the
bonfire.
Photos by Sarah Neel
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It sounds like you have
some stiff competition, but
don’t let it get you down.
You need to fight for this.
Pick-a-dates are not some
silly group event. They can
be interviews for future
spouses - everyone knows
that. If you had a connection and you’ve been hanging out since then, you can
fight for this. As one guy
says, ‘man up and ask her

thrown off by the “C.E.” stamp. This
retreat is for anyone and everyone.
It’s about building community, experiencing sweet fellowship, worshiping together, playing together
(lots of exciting games), praying
together, encouraging one another,
spending time resting and reflect-

out.’ If you like a girl, then
what’s stopping you? Don’t
be afraid to ask a girl on a
real date. And, if all goes
well, there could be a ring
by spring...
Dear Blake and Rachel,

Has the bell tower gone
silent or is it just me? I
was just wondering if they
(whoever ‘they’ are) plan on
bringing it back. I kind of
miss the ominous boom of
the bells telling me I’m late
for class.
Bell-dependent
Dear Bell-dependent,

We lament with you in the
lack of the ‘ominous boom’!
Campus hasn’t been the
same without the melody of

ing and (of course) eating delicious
food! We’re off to see the Wizard
September 26-27. You won’t want
to miss it! Sign up in the DC this
upcoming week. For more information, contact chad_edwards@taylor.edu or amy_dawes@taylor.edu.

bells ringing every fifteen
minutes. But good news for
you, we tracked down ‘they.’
‘They’ happen to be in the
music building. After talking
to Dr. Harrison, he was able
to shed some light on the
subject.
You haven’t been hearing
the bells ringing because
the tower, is in fact, broken.
The bells went out of service
some time over the summer
when the computer system
fried. An electrical storm
seems to be the culprit in
this unfortunate event. The
hopes are high for filling
Upland with hymns soon.
“We hope to have the bells
ringing loudly by homecoming,” Dr. Harrison said. Our
ears are in eager anticipation.

Have a question but don’t know who to ask or where to find the answer? From pick-a-date
concerns to campus questions, we’re here for you.
Shoot us an e-mail: blakeandrachel@gmail.com.

I love going to the movies, but I
hate paying the eight plus dollars
most tickets cost these days. I hate
it. My mind often wanders midway
through the movie to thoughts like:
“In a few months, I could buy this
movie for $8.” Though some of us
care about this issue more than others, I think most of us would agree
that the theaters are getting a bit
pricey these days.
Thankfully, we have the Five Buck
Club.
The Five Buck Club is a wonderful
program that offers movie theater
tickets for just $5. It’s only available
in certain states, but don’t worry:
Indiana is on the list, my friends. If
you’re curious, the Kerasotes Five
Buck Club is also offered in Colorado, Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota,
Missouri and Wisconsin. So, if you
happen to live in one of those states,
you can be excited to use your Five
Buck Club card at home, too. Win,
win.
Although not every movie quali-

fies to be a “Five Buck Club Movie,”
most do. Once you’re signed up,
Kerasotes will send you an e-mail
every Thursday with the movies and
show times for the coming week in
participating theaters. If a film has
been out for at least two weeks, it
will probably be on the Five Buck
Club list, which means you will then
probably round up some wingmates
for a night out in Marion. Party!
So here’s the scoop on how to acquire this magical card. It takes, oh,
about 15 seconds. Go to fivebuckclub.net, fill out your name, address, phone, e-mail and birthday
… then click “Submit.” That is all.
Then in a couple of weeks, you can
look forward to some mail. That’s
right – they mail you your free
membership card directly.
One thing you should know about
this card: it’s only your card. You
can’t use it for your friends. But it is
free, and oh-so-easy to acquire. So,
sign up with your buddies, go watch
some movies and save some serious
cash! Win, win…win.

Parnassus:

It’s not Greek to me
By Rachel Sawyer

Life And Times Co-Editor
With Jenny Walton
If your eyes have glanced across
this sentence, then you can read.
And I’ll go out on a limb and think,
maybe, you actually like to read.
And maybe somewhere really deep
down inside, you might actually
like to write. I’m not talking term
papers, but writing stories. Funny
stories about your roommate, a story about you being a real-life superhero, a poem you wrote to a hidden
love. They’re good, real good. Keep
reading.
Here’s your chance. Each year,
lovely people put together something called Parnassus. Some of you
probably think I just sneezed. Not
quite. Parnassus is an annual publication put out by Taylor, highlighting literature and art. People all
over campus will submit everything:
poetry, fiction, creative non-fiction,
script writing, painting, drawing,
photography, printing, etc .
A few common misconceptions
about Parnassus. One: It only lends
to English-y, writing types. Not true.

Anyone can submit something. You
can be pre-med and submit a piece
of poetry. You can be sports management and submit creative nonfiction. It doesn’t matter! The more
the merrier. Variety is the spice of
life.
Two: It’s only writing. False. Parnassus is a publication of literature
AND art. Take photos? Paint pictures? Taking an art class this semester? Submit something! How
proud would your mom be if she
saw some of your very own work in
a snazzy publication. I think it even
might be fridge worthy.
Three: It’s a pretend journal like
those pink and yellow bills in Monopoly. False. Parnassus is a real
publication. For the rest of your life
you can write on your resume that
you’ve been published.
The submission deadline for your
masterpiece (or pieces) is October
15. More information (flyers, posters, etc.) will be floating around
campus soon. In the mean time,
any questions or submissions are
welcomed at kelsey_warren@taylor.edu.

Ministry

Through
the

Arts

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Blake and Rachel would LOVE for you to send them your questions!

Life & Times

Ministry Through the Arts Auditions end at 5 p.m. Today
See the sign-up on the lower level of Rediger Chapel/Auditorium

A&E
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MOVIES feature story

This time in history: ’Cat on a Hot Tin Roof’
By Josh Kennedy
A&E Editor

Sometimes I get sick of today’s movies. At times, I feel the need to nurture
my brain with something a little less
high-definition. I’ve been known to be
fond of “the good ol’ days” when movies were a nickel and popcorn came
with your ticket. I think I’d like living
50 years ago. For instance, if we were
suddenly transported back in time to
September 1958, instead of writing
about Nicolas Cage’s new movie, I’d
be slamming my fingers into the keys
of my typewriter, spilling the details
on MGM’s latest flick, “Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof.”
An adaption from the Tony-nominated play of the same name by Tennessee Williams, “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof” stars Elizabeth Taylor (“Cleopatra”) as Maggie and Paul Newman
(“Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid”) as Brick. The film emits a powerful sense of family values and portrays what can happen when a family
lets money and possessions get in the
way. Brick’s father, Big Daddy, is the
owner of a large plantation with over
23,000 acres of rich, fertile land. Big
Daddy has been out of town at a clinic
getting tested for an internal sickness.
Upon his return, at his birthday party,
we are exposed to his painfully-fake
wife and the families of both his sons,

Cooper and Brick. Cooper is a lawyer and has five kids with another on
the way. His wife, Mae, is obnoxious
and perpetuates her five children’s
spoiled natures. Brick and Maggie are
in a rocky, childless marriage. Caught
in a battle for each other’s love, he
drinks away the pain from an old football injury that ruined his career and
she puts on a mask for the family. We
see their struggle and the toll it puts
on the family. As the film progresses,
Brick and his father force one another
to reconcile with each other and with
the rest of their family.

I enjoyed the film for a couple of
reasons. First, it was nice to step back
in time and live as a fly on the wall in
that type of environment. Second, the
situations portrayed on screen were
stellar and I felt connected in a different way to each character – some
I wanted to muzzle, others I wanted
to put my arm around and tell them
everything would be fine. The film’s
depiction of greed, family life and
marriage was heartfelt and genuine.
It allowed me to step into a time and
society that I have never experienced
and watch how a broken family could
be rebuilt. If you’re looking for something with some meat, I highly suggest
heading to the Zondervan Library and
watching this film. Bring your fedora;
I won’t say anything.

Photo courtesy of britannica.com

TV feature story

Today’s teen-oriented soap operas

My first inclination was to write
about the popular television show
“One Tree Hill,” but I could only make
it through the first few minutes of it.
Not that the show was bad, per se –
it’s just not exactly easy to jump into
that kind of show six seasons behind.
But what do I mean by that type of
show? High drama? Intense character
development? Strange twists to make
the plot so hazy and lengthy that you
need Wikipedia just to stay on track?
Sounds like a soap opera to me.
But, at the same time, there is something entirely different about shows
like “One Tree Hill” that set them
apart from mom’s afternoon drama
fests. There are numerous shows like
“One Tree Hill” that seem to be very
popular with teenagers and college
students – mostly women – alike. “The
O.C.,” “Gossip Girl” and “Everwood”
are similar in format, and all gathered
similar followings. The basis of these
shows usually depicts wealthy teenagers and young adults who struggle
with life – things like love, friendship
and hatred seem to be the primary focus of each episode. I know I’m probably insulting these shows by trying to

sum up their entire focus into a single
sentence. I apologize – please don’t
think I’m bashing the shows or the
people that watch them, I’m just trying
to figure out exactly why people like
me never became interested in these
shows. The quality of production is
good, the acting is better than most
and the dialogue isn’t lacking – yet for
some bizarre reason, I simply cannot
bring myself to sit down for an hour in
front of the television watching one of
these shows.
Perhaps it is the similarity to soap
operas that I shy away from, or maybe
it’s the chick-flick drama that seeps
from my TV, staining my carpet. Don’t
get me wrong, I have no problem with
chick-flicks (I can quote from “Serendipity” better than most), but I think
these shows base their entire existence
on drama.
I talked to a few people who enjoy
these shows – people I respect – and I
wanted their explanation on why they
enjoy shows like “One Tree Hill.”
Junior Lisa Dvoratchek, like many
other ladies I spoke to, enjoys “One
Tree Hill.”
“I don’t necessarily agree with the
drama,” she said. “But it’s fun to
live vicariously through them for an

hour.” Dvoratchek went on to say she
is drawn to the show because of the
mysteries and the romance between
the characters.
Senior Jason North, on the other
hand, feels that these shows, specifically “The O.C.,” are annoying. “I was
dating a girl at the time (“The O.C.”
was on). She was obsessed with that

show. And Paul Walker,” North said.
“I found her to be somewhat shallow.”
North went on to share his feelings on
how our Christian walk intertwines
with these shows. He pointed out that
these shows, in general, go against
Christian morals and encourage us to
act not on the fruits of the Spirit, but
on our emotions alone. And people

buy into it.
For entertainment purposes, shows
like “The O.C.” and “One Tree Hill”
are enjoyable. But it’s when we get
sucked into these character’s lives that
we can become blinded to how they
influence our thoughts and actions.
Enjoy the shows if you want, but don’t
get too drawn into the drama.

Photo courtesy of the-oc.com

MOVIES in memory

Don LaFontaine dies: The movie trailer voice passes away
By Josh Kennedy
A&E Editor

When you think of movie trailers,
what do you think of? Explosions? Passionate kisses? Chris Rock? Aside from
the actual movie content, the largest
player in movie trailers for the past 25
years has been a man you’ve probably
never heard of.
Don LaFontaine passed away on
Monday, September 1 from complications of a collapsed lung. A chain smoker for years, LaFontaine, also known as
“Thunderthroat,” defined what it is to
be a movie trailer voice-over artist. His
deep, rumbling voice has been the industry standard, and has appeared in
over 3,000 movie trailers and more than
350,000 commercials.

Photo courtesy of latimes.com

Arts & Entertainment

Don LaFontaine was born in Duluth,
Minnesota in 1940. After serving in the
United States Army as a recording engi-

neer, LaFontaine got a job in New York
City, working with producer Floyd Peterson (Dr. Strangelove). Together, these
two men coined many popular terms
for trailers, including “In a world...” and
“Nowhere to run, nowhere to hide and
no way out.”
LaFontaine worked as Vice President
for Paramount pictures after a brief
stint with his own movie trailer production company, Don LaFontaine Associates. At his peak, LaFontaine averaged
about 60 voice-overs a week, and at one

time did 35 in one day. Due to the large
amount of work, he arranged to have
a high-definition studio installed in his
home in Hollywood Hills.
LaFontaine’s voice has been the object
of pride and parody. In 2006, LaFontaine
did a commercial with Geico, posing as
“that announcer guy from the movies.”
He was later reported to say “There goes
any anonymity I might have had...” He
is survived by his wife, singer-actress
Nita Whitaker and daughters Christine,
Skye and Elyse.

By Josh Kennedy
A&E Editor

Opinions
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We’re number two: the boisterous and the beauty queen
B
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By Bliss Barber
Columnist
The only price higher than gas is
the one that America will pay over
the next four years if former Alaska
beauty queen, Sarah Palin, becomes
the next vice president of the United
States. Political overstatement? Decide for yourself:
Palin was nicknamed “Sarah Barracuda” as point guard and captain of
her Wasilla, Alaska high school basketball team. She took the Miss Wasilla title by storm in 1984 but fell tragically short of becoming Miss Alaska
despite a mean flute performance
perfected as her pageant talent. Palin
turned instead to a career in sports reporting via an undergraduate degree
in journalism, never dreaming she
would one day advance from counting the shots to calling them. After
serving a short stint in the city council
of Wasilla, a town of approximately
9,000, a generous 1,100 votes in her
favor placed a thriving Sarah Barracuda into the mayor’s office with the
challenge of manhandling a budget
of $12 million. To the good fortune of
the Republican Party, Palin went on
to become governor of Alaska, a state
smaller than many congressional dis-

tricts, where she spent the next 20
months blossoming into an attractive
VP selection for John McCain, who
tapped her as his running mate after
meeting her once.
Yet unfortunately for Palin, not
even a pretty pageant face and a
heart-warming, all-American “hockey
mom” reputation can disguise the lack
of political curves in a threadbare resume. It comes as no surprise that the
news industry choked upon learning
that the fledgling politician had gone
second-in-command. Mike Huckabee
called the media heyday with Palin’s
record “tackier than a costume change
at a Madonna concert,” but the facts
speak for themselves — the only thing
shorter than Palin’s resume is Bill
O’Reilly’s temper.
The McCain Camp has portrayed the
wide-eyed, Tina Fey look-alike as a
corruption fighting, Washington outsider who will turn Old Boy politics on
its face and join John McCain in his
war against earmarks, yet Palin herself
employed a lobbying firm to secure
$27 million in federal earmarks while
serving as the mayor of Wasilla. Fiscal
year 2002 averaged about $1,000 in
federal earmarks per resident. Palin’s
campaign spokeswoman said Palin
sought the earmarks because she was
“working within the confines of the
current system,” a nice way of saying
she’s “more of the same.” Palin now
loudly opposes earmarks for a $223
million bridge she initially supported.
But all this aside, stop for a moment
and consider the responsibilities of a
nation’s commander in chief — two
years in charge of the Alaska National
Guard is hardly a comparison. Let’s

call a spade a spade. Palin has no foreign policy experience to speak of,
and John McCain has endured several bouts with cancer in his lifetime.
McCain himself may be confident that
he won’t kick the bucket within the
next four years, but his gamble has
placed a flute-playing, political novice
a heartbeat from the presidency. The
whole affair seems like a bad Republican joke … and America is still waiting
for the punch line.
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By Brandon myers
Columnist
She’s a working woman and a mother of five. In 2007 she was America’s
most popular governor with a 90% approval rating in her state. She fought
corruption within her own party and
the oil industry. She’s charismatic,
passionate, articulate and intelligent.
She’s the liberal democrat’s dream
candidate for vice president. It’s too
bad she’s a conservative republican.
On August 29, John McCain announced Sarah Palin (PAY-lin) as his
running mate for the upcoming election. This choice has left Democrats
in a quandary. As a woman who represents so many things liberal demo-

On snoozing and losing
By Steve Etheridge
opinions editor

Math is a funny thing. I keep it on
my mental shelf of contempt, along
with racism, onions and Brendan
Fraser, yet sometimes it still decides
to do me a favor. Like this summer
when I decided to calculate the hours
of life I had lost to sleeping-in and
napping.
After checking and re-checking my math, it turned out I had only
been awake for as many hours as the
average five-year-old. It was as if I
had been aging in dog years. Just
think: hundreds of millions — maybe
even billions — of hours flushed down
a lethargic latrine of dormancy.
In a spirit of alarm and resolve, I began waking up modestly
early — 8:30, to be exact. Once out of
bed, I’d go jogging, eat breakfast, then
live out the life formerly dedicated to
dreams about talking animals.
Through luck and willpower,
the habit stuck and by my estimation,
I’ve tripled my life’s hours, making
me like the equivalent of a high school
sophomore. (Anyone want to go to
homecoming?)
I’m not writing this as a sermon or as an attack on your sleeping

habits, but rather as a declaration of
how awesome it is just to exist. Each
and every morning a new discovery awaits me, sometimes profound,
sometimes hilarious and sometimes
just plain interesting. Here’s something I learned last week: Upland has
garbage men who go out in trucks and
collect waste from houses. To think,
I’d always believed that townies set
their trash on fire in barrels in their
backyards. There you have it!

You could be
a catnap away
from becoming a
violent criminal.
Waking up early also fulfills
often-unspoken religious and patriotic expectations. In our Christian moral tradition, sloth* is one of the seven
deadly sins. We are urged to activity,
the old make-every-moment-count
mentality. Clinical studies may or may
not show that demons are 90 percent
more likely to occupy a sleeping body.
Why, you could be a catnap away from

becoming a violent criminal.
It should also be noted that
waking up early is an American tradition that has laid brickwork for our
great democracy. Ben Franklin is reputed to have only slept four hours
a night, and responsible for the line
“Early to bed and early to rise makes a
man healthy, wealthy, and wise.”
Legend has it that Thomas
Edison was a polyphasic sleeper, one
who never actually went to bed, but
relied on strategic naps throughout
the day.
Let’s not forget Teddy
Roosevelt, a man who never depreciated his waking hours. He once said
that, “far and away the best prize that
life has to offer is the chance to work
hard at work worth doing.” He might
as well have said, “Get out of bed, you
lazy tramps!”
So let this be your wake-up
call (ha ha, get it?): Never take a single minute for granted. Throw away
this newspaper, and go find a kid to
mentor. Put down the Xbox controller
and go find a newspaper. Then go to
bed, wake up early and do work worth
doing.
*Not this kind: youtube.com/
watch?v=Pqio2G_Ra6g

letters to the editor
OK kids, so here’s the deal. I, with
horrible pleasure, revel in the ninth
“Deadly” Vice — Dante forgot a couple. I was saying just the other day
to a few of my esteemed colleagues,
amidst floundering in the Union,
how my stomach, nearly without
fail, consumes my willpower. No, I
don’t suffer from gluttony. So what
in the thriving metropolis of Upland
am I talking about? Fruity Pebbles!
... duh.
Those confounded crayon box
flakies have reached sub-Facebook
(the eighth “Deadly” Vice) proportions in my mind. But wait! Don’t
write me off as a kook just yet. Think
about it. How am I supposed to say
no? It’s like Snap, Crackle and Pop
meets Skittles. Can I “taste the rainbow?” You bet your post-lunch attention span I can!

Really, I’d say I have a healthy obsession with Fruity Pebbles. Between
orange, cherry, lemon, grape, lime,
Berry Blue, Incrediberry Purple and
Bedrock Berry Pink, how could Fruity
Pebbles not be “a healthy part of this
balanced breakfast?” Honestly.
But on the more serious side of
things, I do have rather significant
charges to bring up against you,
Fruity my friend: wherefore art thou
so high in calories? Not that fear
of caloric intake has ever stopped
me before … but if I am to opine in
your name, I’ll need more than the
Flintstones to convince my esteemed
colleagues to see the joy of your
bowl(s).
You see, Fruity, they see your
ways, and as with most brightly colored rainbow cereals, your nutrition
appeases the psyche rather than the

body — Jimmy rather than Mommy. But that’s okay. Because I truly
know you. I know you at breakfast
— of course. I know you at lunch. At
dinner. At in-between breakfast and
lunch. At in-between lunch and dinner. At after dinner. I know you. So
don’t hide from me! I know you’re
there, somewhere in dry storage. Do
you think these tears are for show?
Do you think I’m writing this just so
I can see something that I wrote in
“The Echo?” I’ve always been faithful to you, ever since I stopped being
lactose intolerant.
Please come back to me, Fruity.
Let me see your beautiful multicolored pebbliness in the DC once
more. Please.
P.S. Everybody go get a comment
card and ask for Fruity Pebbles!
Yo Herman

crats would ordinarily value, one of
the primary objections raised about
Palin’s competency as vice president
concerns her fifth child, Trig. Born
with Down syndrome in April of this
year, some have concerns about her
ability to do the job as vice president
and mother.
First, it should be noted that this is
not Gov. Palin’s first time as a parent.
A mother of four children before Trig,
she has experience and family support
on her side. Also, her time as governor
of Alaska and her six years prior as
mayor of her town (Wasilla) show her
ability to balance work and family.
Within this time in the political
sphere, Palin has had enormous success, with approval ratings currently
around 80%. Also, she has invested
in the betterment of her own party by
tackling difficult issues and putting
principles above her party. A few examples: In 2004 she reported an ethics violation by State Chairman of the
Republicans Randy Ruedrich. Later,
she teamed with Democrat Eric Croft
and filed another ethics complaint,
this time against the state attorney,
Gregg Renkes.
In an election where experience
is a constant source of debate, Palin
provides experience no serious candidate, for president or vice president,
can offer: experience in leading rather
than legislating. As governor, Palin
works on a daily basis to lead the people in the energy rich state of Alaska.
Obama, his running mate, and even

John McCain cannot claim this, their
years in the Senate focusing more on
legislation than on executive leadership. They do not set the agenda nor
receive the same level of scrutiny and
criticism as someone in an executive
position.
On the other hand, Obama’s pick,
Sen. Joe Biden, seems to be oddly
misplaced with his popular slogan:
Change. Frequently Obama has criticized the Senate that John McCain
has been a part of, commenting that
it’s broken or disconnected from the
people, yet he picks someone who’s
been in the Senate for three decades.
Obama calls for change in a broken
system, yet Joe Biden of Delaware is
someone who has been on the inside
longer than McCain, and has been
anything but an agent of change.
Biden was ranked third by the National Journal as the most liberal senator, and guess who was number one?
Here’s a hint: His list of accomplishments include being a community
organizer, state senator and briefly, a
U.S. senator, where he’s been running
for president the past two years of his
term.
Oddly enough, it seems that Barack
Obama’s campaign slogan, Change,
might be more appropriately given
to Gov. Palin. Her time as an executive official along with her experience
as a wife and mother while active in
the political sphere clearly show the
forces of change at work already in the
United States.
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opinions

SPORTS
By Jake Bragg

Contributor
with Jordyn Kight
Under the lights at Anderson University, the Taylor Trojans got a longawaited prize and a conﬁdence-boosting win.
Despite its coaching change during the off-season, the Taylor football
team was optimistic that positive results weren’t that far away.
The Trojans’ optimism paid off in a
big way Saturday, as Taylor dominated
both sides of the ball en route to a 2717 victory in front of a crowd of about
5,000 people at Anderson.
The Trojans (1-0) piled up 451 yards
of offense and forced the Ravens (0-1)
into six turnovers in a show of force
that brought the Wagon Wheel (the
trophy between the two rival schools)
back to Upland for the ﬁrst time since
2002.
Most of the offensive effort came on
the ground, led by junior tailback Josh
Cook, who ran for 213 yards and three
touchdowns. In all, the Trojans racked
up 261 yards on the ground, helping
to keep Anderson’s typically explosive
offense off the ﬁeld for most of the
game.
After back-to-back Taylor fumbles
gave Anderson a 10-0 lead, the Trojans settled down and pounded out an

eight-play, 75-yard touchdown drive,
capped by Cook’s ﬁrst touchdown run
of eight yards.
“That drive reestablished us and regrounded us,” Coach Ron Korfmacher
said. “A big play could have done it, but
the drive was helpful, and then the defense came out and played like it was a
shutout after that.”
Following the touchdown, the defense was downright dominant. Over
the next eight possessions, the Taylor
defense allowed zero points and just
83 total yards of offense. During that
span, they forced and recovered two
fumbles, had an interception, blocked
a punt, and turned the Ravens over on
downs twice.
“On the defensive side of the ball,
our defensive line is our strength,” said
senior middle linebacker Ty Needler.
“We knew that Anderson’s offensive
line was relatively inexperienced, so
we knew going into the game that a key
to our success was maintaining a new
line of scrimmage.”
Thanks to this defensive stand, the
Trojans were able to take a commanding 27-10 lead by the end of the third
quarter, putting the game well out of
reach.
“Offensively, we were able to control the clock by controlling the line of
scrimmage,” said sophomore quarter-
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back Shaun Addison. “We were able
to control the pace of the game, forcing Anderson to play according to our
speed and not their own.”
Addison controlled the game in his
ﬁrst start, going 15-25 for 160 yards,
one touchdown and no interceptions.
“Shaun played well,” Korfmacher
said. “I thought he had a really steady
hand and managed the game well.”
Despite the big win, the Trojans are
quick to point out that their work is not
done.
“It’s great to ﬁnally have the wheel
in our possession, but the biggest thing
is that we can’t be satisﬁed with this
win,” said Needler. “We have to keep
coming out (each week) and … prepare
for the next opponent.
Coach Korfmacher echoed his call
for focus. “We have been focused since
training camp on playing team football,” he said. “We want to continue to
build on what we’ve done.”
“This team has an opportunity to
do some great things this year,” said
Needler. “We just have to keep moving
forward.”
If Saturday was any indication, the
Trojans are doing just that.
The Trojans play in their ﬁrst home
game this Saturday at 1:00 p.m. against
Olivet Nazarene.

By Jake Bragg

Football
(1-0)

W, 27-17 at Anderson
Upcoming games:
1 p.m. Sat 9/13 at Olivet Nazarene
1 p.m. Sat 9/20 at St. Francis

Soccer

(Men 2-4)
W , 5-1 v. Judson*
L, 3-1 v. Davenport *
L, 2-0at Indiana Tech*
Upcoming games:
4 p.m. Fri v. Rio Grande
4 p.m. Wed v. Olivet Nazaretb
(Women 2-2)
W, 5-0 at Trine
W, 1-0 at Indiana Tech
Upcoming games:
Sat, 4 p.m. at
St. Mary-of-the-Woods
Tues, 4 p.m. at Holy Cross v.
Notre Dame

Cross Country

(Men, 6th)
Upcoming games:
10 a.m. Sat 9/13 TU Invitational
3 p.m. Fri 9/19 v. Little State at I.U.
(Women)
Upcoming games:
10 a.m. Sat 9/13 TU Invitational
2:30 p.m. Fri 9/19 v. Little State at
I.U.

Tennis

Upcoming games:
(Men, 4-1, 2-1)
W, 8-0 v. Grace
W 9-1 at Goshen
L, 5-4 v. IWU
Upcoming games:
12 p.m. Thurs at Olivet
10:30 a.m. Sat at Bethel
ITC Tournament at Cedarville
8 a.m. Thurs
(Women 4-1,2-1)
W, 6-0 v. Anderson
W, 9-0 at Goshen
Volleyball
L, 7-2 at IWU
(9-2, 1-0)
Upcoming games:
Upvoming games:
12 p.m. Thurs at Olivet
L, 3-0 at St. Joseph’s Coll. (IN)
10:30 p.m. Sat. at Bethel
W, 3-0 at GOshen
4 p.m. at Mon. Earlham
ITC Tournament at Cedarville
8 p.m. Wed.
* denotes MCC match
home games indicated by bold

Contributor

Taylor’s men’s tennis team knew
that duplicating their Mid-Central
Conference championship from last
year would be difﬁcult. Their quest for
a repeat was dealt a serious blow Tuesday, as they fell 5-4 to the visiting Indiana Wesleyan University.
The match was as close as the score
indicated. The Trojans fell behind
early, losing two of the three doubles
matches, and weren’t quite able to
catch up.
“We wanted to control the net in
doubles and get off to a good start,”
said coach Don Taylor. “We weren’t
able to do that in (matches) one and
three.”
Despite the initial deﬁcit, Taylor got
off to a good start in the singles matches, led by junior Jack Reed dominating
his match 6-0, 6-3 to pull the Trojans
even. In all, the Trojans took three of
the top four singles matches to pull
within one point of the victory. Both
junior Steve Erny and junior Eric True
took their matches to three sets, but
neither was able to get over the hump.
Erny fell 5-7, 7-6 (3), 6-1, while True
fell 6-3, 2-6, 6-3.
“In singles (IWU) just outplayed
us,” said Taylor. “It wasn’t due to lack
of effort; they just hit better shots. That
may be an indication of our inexperience, having lost three starters.”
“This one was tough,” said junior
Dave Smith. “Now they own the tiebreaker against us. We are still con-

By Jake Sittler
Contributor

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Sophomore Felipe Bedon eyes the ball during his win over IWU’s Matt
Peterson on Tuesday afternoon.
ﬁdent that we can win the rest of our for us when the conference tournaconference matches, but this one was ment comes around.”
“One match does not make a seabig.”
Although the loss seriously jeopar- son,” said Coach Taylor. “Our guys
dizes the team’s chance for an auto- know that, and we just have to keep up
matic bid to the Region VII tourna- the effort in our next matches.”
The Trojans (4-1, 2-1 MCC) had a
ment (which goes to the regular season
MCC winner), Smith is conﬁdent that much easier time Saturday at Goshen,
winning that match 9-0, while dropan at-large bid is not out of reach.
“We were right there, and I think ping just one set as a team for the enthat helped some of the new guys un- tire match. They play another conferderstand that they can deﬁnitely play ence match Saturday at Bethel before
with this kind of competition,” he said. heading to Cedarville next Thursday
“I think this match is going to be good for a three-day tournament.

Lady Trojans conquer Illinois Tech

Any semi-conscious sports fan has
seen the pictures or replays: Tom
Brady crumpling awkwardly to the
ground, clutching has knee in pain,
and then staring forward with pain
and fear intertwined in his eyes.
As the reports of Brady’s torn anterior cruciate ligament began to spread,
the New England Patriots’ season took
an entirely different direction. While
losing a 50-touchdown quarterback is
crippling in terms of performance, the
impact inside the minds of the Patriots’ players is more damaging.
Brady was respected and, more importantly, trusted by 52 other players
in uniform and that trust was built
over years of hard work, humility, and
performance on the biggest of stages.
Matt Cassel, who is Brady’s replacement for now, has been a career backup
even dating to his college days at USC,
where he manned the clipboard behind Carson Palmer and Matt Leinart.
Cassel cannot have that same ability to
instill conﬁdence in his teammates.
It will be a shock to the Patriots’
physical system as well.
Receivers have not ran hundreds
upon hundreds of routes with Cassel, and the offensive lineman aren’t
used to the way Cassel commands the
huddle, reads defenses, and moves in
the pocket. And in all likelihood, the

Athlete of the Week:

Isaac Bryan

Photo by Katy Andres

Greatest
Achievement:
Photo by Katy Andres

Rachel Kiely tries to pass the ball past an opponent in Wednesday’s match against Illinois Tech. The
Lady Trojans (2-2) defeated the Scarlet Hawks 1-0 and will compete at St. Mary-of-the-Woods College
tomorrow at 2 p.m.

Sports

coaching staff will have to rely more
on an inconsistent two-back running
game with Laurence Maroney and
Sammy Morris.
On a larger scale though, the NFL’s
landscape drastically changed from one
with a perceived hierarchy of teams to
one where it seems that any organization has a better shot at success.
Combined with the losses by the Indianapolis Colts and San Diego Chargers, the AFC’s consensus top three
teams were rocked during opening
weekend. Each team has something
that they are not accustomed to: a glaring weakness.
These developments seemingly open
the doors for once-overlooked teams
or simply other contenders to step in
and make a run at a title.
The bottom line for New England
is this: the NFL is animalistic in nature. Violence is gloriﬁed, the level
of pre-game adrenaline pushes the
players-who already seem less human
underneath the armor of helmets and
pads-to a different state of mind.
Thus, though they may respect
Brady and the Patriots’ success, most
teams are morbidly delighted on some
level and are given a sense of hope because of the injury.
They can smell the blood and the
weakness is palpable. The alpha male
has been wounded, and a new order is
arising.

“Beating
Brett Williams
in NBA Jam.”

Sport: Cross Country, Track & Field
Class: Sophomore
Residence: 3rd Center Wengatz
Major: Elementary Education
Personal best: 26:40 on an 8K
Favorite super-hero: Rocky
Balboa
Greatest achievement: Beating
Brett Wilson in NBA Jam
Season Goal: We’re trying to go to
Nationals as a team.
I’m a closet fan of: Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles & 3rd Center,
but I’m not really a closet fan of [3rd
Center].
Favorite athletic brand: Asics
Favorite beverage: Gatorade AMTropical Mango
If I wasn’t a runner, I’d be: Rocky
Balboa’s training partner.
Favorite TV show: “The Ofﬁce”
Favorite movie: “Rocky IV” & “The
Dark Knight”
Outside of cross country, what
do you spend the most time doing? Livin’ the life that’s loved to be
lived on 3rd Center
Role model: Jeff Hubley
Favorite scripture: Philippians
2:21
How did you get into cross
country? I just kinda tried out, because I thought it would be fun.
What are you most passionate
about? Kids with special needs; my
brother has Down Syndrome.

